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Answer any four from Question no. 2 to 8
Question no. 1 is compulsory.

1. Discuss the influence of West on the Indian context of education and the transitions

in the aims of education thereafter. (10)

2. What is Play? Discuss the role of Play in the educational development of the child.

(3+7=10)

3. How does Leisure Utilization aim of education help in cultural appreciation?

(10)

4. Is there any difference between Liberalization and Democracy? What can be the role

of education in developing Nationalism among the people? (2+8=10)

5. Differentiate between Formal and Non-formal types of education. What is the role

of Cinema as an agency of education? (6-+4=10)

6. Give a synthesis between Individual and Social aim of education for all round

development of the individual. (10)

7. Why is Peace education important? Why is Value Nationalism necessary for

maintaining peace and harmony? (5+5=10)

8. What is referred to as the "broader perspective" of education? Does the Knowledge .

aim of education fit in the context of this educational perspective? (4+6=10)
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(PART A - Objective Type)

I. Tick true or false: lx5=5

a. Informal education is gathered through experiences in our immediate environment.

(TruelFals

(TruelF alse)

(TruelFalse)

(TruelF alse)

(TruelFalse)

b. In modem education, the status of teacher is that of a motivator.

c. Rousseau was a Pragmatic philosopher.

d. Percy Nunn was the chief supporter of Social aim of education.

e. Liberal education is quite close to culture aim of education.

II. Fill in the blanks: lx5=5

a. Play is strongly .

b agencies of education require active interaction from both sides of the

group.

c. An aim can be said to be good if it gives to activity.

d. Civic efficiency is an important criteria of aim of education.

e. In bi-polar process of education, of the teacher impresses upon

the personality of the students.

III. Give one word/sentence answer for the following questions: lx5=5

a. Who forwarded the concept oftri-polar process of education?



b. Where does the foundation of Indian philosophy lie?

c. What is Liberalization?

d. What do you mean by "Co-curricular activities"?

e. Give one etymological meaning of the word "Education".

IV. Choose the correct option:

a .is a very important aim of Indian concept of Education.
i. Scientific development ii. Liberalisation of soul
iii. Social efficiency iv. Nationalism

b. Classroom instruction is strictly:
i.Narrow
iii. Vertical

ii. Broad
iv. Horizontal

lX5=5

c. Punishment may act as depending on how the person reacts to the
stimulus received.
i.Discipline
iii. Self regulation

ii. Control
iv. Reward

d .is the primary educational unit in the society.
i.Home ii. School
iii. Neighbourhood iv. Press

e. Co-relation believes that the mind is a unit which considers knowledge in its:
i.Parts ii. Whole
iii. Both part and whole iv. None of the above
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